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START UP TB REVIEW WORKSHOP/MEETING WITH 35 TRAINED CBOs AND 

ADVOCACY MEMBERS IN THE AOB DISTRICT 18-20/3/2014 

The two days (Tuesday 18th-Wednesday 19th March 2014) MOH-NTP/Keba Africa TB 

start up review meeting with advocacy members and the 35 trained CBOs was held in 

the Assikuma-Odoben-Brakwa district health directorate and district assembly hall. 

Upon arrival of the Keba Africa team in the district, a courtesy call was scheduled 

between Dr. Kodwo Lindsey (DDHS) Mr. D.K Koomson (DCD) Mr. Justice Aubin-

Nyarkoh (District TB coordinator) and Pastor Samuel Gyan (Lifeline laboratory) to 

confirm the MOH-NTP/ Keba Africa AOB TB startup workshop review meeting with 

35trained CBAs and  advocacy members for the year 2013-2014. In this meeting, the 

Keba Africa team summarized the challenges and achievements in the year 2013 and 

the current Workplan to all after which the documents were handed over to all present  

 

Members at this meeting these agreed that, there was more work to be done in the 

areas of TB/ HIV and that the timely involvement of the Keba Africa team with the MOH-

NTP programme in the district has been very helpful, as the statistics for the year 2013 

indicated good work by all involved with a higher TB case detection as more community 

members have been reached with information on TB/HIV prevention and effective 

management through focus group discussions and one-on-one education. 

DAY 1 TUESDAY 18TH MARCH 2014: CBOs WORKSHOP  

The team of Keba Africa facilitators arrived at the AOB district assembly hall (Central 

region) by 7:30 am on the 18th March 2014 and after setting the place up waited 

patiently for participants to arrive from their various destinations and by 8:45am, more 

than half of them arrived, registered, seated and all was set to start the programme for 

the day. 

Mr. Justice Aubin-Nyarkoh (District TB coordinator) started the days programme by 

welcoming both the Keba Africa team and all CBA’s present and asked a volunteer to 
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give the opening prayer of as stated in the days programme line up of which George 

Asiedu (CBA) did so. Justice Aubin-Nyarkoh continued that it was good news Keba 

Africa had come back to start the second phase of the TB programme in the district as 

discussed by all. He asked them to introduce themselves one after the other which they 

did and finalized by explaining that even though he and other stake holders have been 

briefed about the work plan of the next phase of the TB programme he would like to call 

on the Keba Africa team to take over as the programme indicates.  

 

Mr. Anthony Kofi Yankey, director of programmes Keba Africa these explained that last 

year’s project recorded the following statistics with the help of all involved in the year 

2013: 

    REACHED WITH TB INFORMATION 

MALE 3,700 FEMALE 4,604 TOTAL 8,304 

                    SCREENED FOR TB 

MALE 100 FEMALE 130 TOTAL 230 
    POSITIVE CASES ON TREATMENT 

MALE 14 FEMALE 9 TOTAL 23 

 
He explained that though the CBAs are doing a good job by encouraging all suspects to 

get tested they should not be centering their intentions and working strength just about 

the money but the love for the nation and eradication of TB disease in the district, region 

and the country at large for, TB ANYWHERE IS TB EVERYWHERE.  

He explained that in last year’s project, Keba Africa was applauded for good work done 

by all stake holders and that success must be shared by all who contributed to the 

success of the project. Justice Aubin-Nyarkoh then finalized his presentation by saying 

that during the year in question he received officials from MOH-NTP in the district for 

monitoring and evaluation (M&E) indicating that everybody involved in the project must 

be honest and hardworking to achieve the needed results. 
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Mr. Anthony Kofi Yankey (Keba Africa) in his submission stated that, it is necessary for 

all CBAs to continue the good work so they can continue to be part of the project and 

that it isn’t good if they do well at a time and they don’t at another time. This brings a 

bad reputation to the organization. He explained that they do not do the work for him but 

for they themselves as it is an air borne disease and once they help stop it they also 

reduce the risk of contracting it. He stated that it is necessary to send the education to 

the grass root level as everyone is at risk of contracting TB. 

 

He asked that they should not make the education so formal but tailor it to suit every 

target group as that was the best way to get people to understand that TB infection is no 

respecter of persons. He finalized his submission that as a way of achieving or 

improving on the last year’s case detection, it is expected from all CBAs to focus their 

attention and intention on TB suspects and early case detection rather than just talking 

to everyone they have access to. 

He said, during the CBAs training or capacity building, they were offered counselling 

skills, identifying TB suspects, collation of DATA and referring suspected clients to the 

nearest TB lab (Life Line TB laboratory) and Our Lady of Grace hospital for sputum 

collection. Also because all CBAs have been provided the necessary IEC materials and 

posters it is important to use them effectively. In conclusion, because TB is an airborne 

disease it is important that CBAs identify more cases in all hard to reach villages as in 

doing so, they help spread information on TB to all. 

After this submission, Anthony Kofi Yankey then asked participants to give out their 

contributions by asking questions or sharing experiences.  
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Ernestina Forson, George Asiedu, Moses Ohene, Fredrick Amankwah, Mr. Abraham 

oduro all made the following contributions: 

 Problem with Life Line TB laboratory staff funding affecting the collection of 

sputum from identified TB clients. 

 Transportation for Laboratory Technicians to office hindering smooth work. 

 Issues with prayer camps as some identified TB suspects are not being allowed 

to access       

      support from the hospitals or TB support groups. 

  Possibility of Sores on TB patients. 

 

 Cynthia Baffour Mensah (Our lady of Grace Hospital) narrated a story of an 

orphan and vulnerable child (OVC) who was battling a case of Multi Drug 

resistant TB (MDR-TB) at Benin, one of the villages in the AOB district. She said 

the TB support teams working to save the life of this boy always have to go to 

Benin village to give drugs and injections to the child aswell as help in feeding. 

She explained that they are doing their part by sending him foodstuffs and going 

to give him the drugs as well. She continued that the case of this young man is a 

difficult one but not impossible as a combination of support team both from the 

MOH, NTP, Korle-Bu, AOB district health directorate are supervising and 

supporting in cash and in kind for the survival of the boy. She concluded that 

because of the MDR case the boy is undergoing treatment of 8 months of 

Injection and 2 years of drugs with constant laboratory check up every month to 

review progress of his health. 

 

 Mr. Goerge Asiedu also talked about a 23 year old man who was showing signs 

of TB but when his sputum was checked it was negative and they encouraged 

him to stop smoking, drinking alcohol and snuffing tobacco as that could weaken 

his immune system and make him prone to TB and other infections.  
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Justice Aubin then explained that, the man has to go to the hospital (Our Lady of Grace) 

to have chest x-rays done to check up his system as TB bacteria could still be in its 

incubation period.  

Anthony Kofi Yankey also said they need to visit the man to collect his sputum again by 

the following process, on the spot, first thing in the morning or in the evening and added 

up that, CBAs need to teach suspected TB clients the correct way of producing sputum 

as that helps in analyzing the end results in TB bacteria identification. Also because 

most people who are infected with TB turn to have infections and weakened immune 

system they become easily infected with any other infectious diseases thus CBAs need 

to emphasize their education on good and hygienic lifestyle to all during one-on –one 

and focus group discussions.   

 Fredrick Amakwah also said they went to a prayer camp where an identified HIV 

patient they knew after counselling accepted to go for TB test but the head of the 

prayer camp didn’t let him go and after a few months later when they went there 

on visitation, the man was dead. 

 

 Isaac Akyen also said they visited a prayer camp at Kuntanase where they had a 

case, on one of the visitations they noticed that the man’s situation was getting 

worse and begged the Pastor of the prayer camp to allow them take the man to 

the hospital but the Pastor insisted it was a spiritual case and not a normal 

TB/HIV case. 

  

 Stephen Togeh also explained that some areas are remote to the extent that 

when it rains one can hardly get access to the place and usually it was Nana 

Kuntanase who who sometimes help them with transportation fare. He stated 

that they had certain cases detected there but as a result of that they have not 

been able to go on follow ups. 

 

Anthony Kofi Yankey explained that Monday 24th  March is World TB day as such Keba 

Africa have decided to use the whole week to visit some prayer camps in the AOB 

district for education, counselling and possibly set up TB cough corners for identified TB 

suspects who avail themselves will be given the opportunity to get tested on the spot. 

He asked the CBA’s to develop a nice tactical approach to talking to the heads of the 

prayer camp so it convinces them to understand what they are saying and the 

importance in working in collaboration. Also CBAs must indicate to all pastors that TB 

medications are free and once they the pastors accept to allow identified suspects with 
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their prayer camps to undergo treatment it will be easy to leave the medications in their 

care (Pastors) while they come to do monitoring and evaluation (CBAs). 

Justice Aubin added up that they should have reported the issue to him so they use the 

section of the law to compel the pastor to allow the man to receive treatment. He also 

asked them to return all TB drugs in their care which will expire in April to his office. And 

indicated talking to Nana Kuntenase, as well as going to him for further discussions on 

the issue. He explained, 3 years ago they shared bicycles but there was none available 

and hope and pray that there will be another opportunity to give some out to all the hard 

working CBAs to be able to reach the hard to reach communities. 

Anthony Kofi Yankey said their concerns have been well taken and would be presented 

to stakeholders on all levels. Also the assembly must be willing to help in all areas if 

possible as Keba Africa is also willing to join in offering any help possible through the 

MOH-NTP. He stated that it is very important for them, the inhabitants or community 

members to take the first step in everything and not be waiting upon the help from 

elsewhere like the Government. He also explained that Keba Africa cannot do all the 

work alone but with the help of the municipal and district assemblies together with 

CBA’s and every stake holder like the Chiefs Etc. He asked that they report every single 

concern and problems they encounter to the district TB focal person Mr. Justin Aubin for 

proper action to be taken as soon as possible and also very important to let every 

patients know that the test and treatment for TB is absolutely free. He also explained 

that next weekend would be left out for going to the prayer camps to talk to the heads of 

the pastors and all those involved in the administration of the prayer camps. He stated 

that the little child’s issue too would be presented at the stakeholders meeting for any 

help that can be offered to him and Justice Aubin would give them the feedback. 

Justice Aubin also said that he is grateful to all CBAs for offering to help do the work but 

anytime they want to take leave of the work maybe to go to school outside the 

community, they should inform him so he knows they are out and then he replaces them 

so the work can go on smoothly.  

Anthony Kofi Yankey finalized by asking CBAs present to bring their data as discussed 

and after collecting them still noticed that certain portions have not been done well thus 

implored them to take their time to fill it well. He finalized the day’s event by advising all 

CBAs that this year’s project is target oriented as such, CBAs must focus on 

identification of TB cases so as to exceed the last years target. In conclusion, he again 

took the CBAs through the steps in filling the activity sheet and indicators for suspect 

cases after which all participants were given their transportation and monthly allowance. 
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The programme ended by 2:00pm with a lot of lessons learnt and very good 

recommendations made for the success of the MOH-NTP/Keba Africa TB eradication 

programme in the AOB district of the Central region, 

 Adoption of new methodologies for TB case findings 

 10,000 information education materials (IEC) and pamphlets on TB/HIV 

distributed to CBOs 

 Flyers, posters, booklets and stickers distributed to CBOs. 

 Focus Group Discussions and one-on-one education on TB and TB/HIV 

methodologies strengthened. 

 AOB DHMT and TB/HIV focal officials and CBOs engaged to address gaps in TB 

case findings. 

 CBOs empowered for contact tracing and visitation of TB clients in prayer camps, 

villages and homes to provide counselling and possible HIV Testing and 

Counselling (HTC) services 

 Monitoring and Evaluation (M&E) system strengthened for follow ups on all 

suspected TB clients who tested negative and took antibiotics from a clinician. 

  Administration and Running cost paid to all TB project staff and materials.   

.  

DAY 2 WEDNESDAY 19TH MARCH 2014 

 ADVOCACY MEMBERS TB REVIEW WORKSHOP 

The second days MOH/NTP-Keba Africa AOB meeting with advocacy members started 

with arrival and registration of all members by 9:00am. By 9:45am, Pastor Samuel Gyan 

of Life Line laboratory gave the opening prayer after which Justice Aubin-Nyarkoh 

(District TB coordinator)    informed the advocacy members about the previous day’s 

meeting with the CBAs out of which certain concerns were raised. He continued that it is 

necessary they all join hands to help improve in the work of the CBAs, laboratory 
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technicians and TB nurses as they are the ones to help identify most cases from the 

communities. 

He explained that as at 2012, they had 82 TB cases after which the programme helped 

them to achieve an increment in the year 2013 to 114. He said, at the moment they are 

battling a Multi Drug Resistance (MDR) TB Cases of 2 young boys between the ages of 

19 and 21,of which treatment is very difficult. Also it is important to invite the Chiefs who 

are members of the TB advocacy team, Nana Kuntenase, Nana Kokoso, Nana Odum, 

Dr. Kodwo Lindsey (DDHS) Mr. D.K Koomson (DCD).Justice Aubin-Nyarkoh (District 

TB/HIV focal person) Cynthia B Menash (Our Lady of Grace hospital), Richard Ofori 

and Pastor Samuel Gyan (Lifeline laboratory) Also present at the meeting was the DCE 

Hon. Samuel Addu Botchwey etc 

Also Justice Aubin said that there is going to be an introduction of food supplements 

(Tom-Brown) giving to most patients with TB to help boost their immune system by 

increasing their weight. He stated that the work had begun since April last year after 199 

Sputum’s were collected and 38 were infected and on treatment but 6 were not 

responding to treatment. Some of the concerns he also raised, were that the monthly 

allowance (GHC100) given to the lab technicians by the GYEEDA group wasn’t enough 

where as the motor bikes they use on their errands as well as collection of TB sputum 

had broken down these making their work much more difficult but very grateful that 

Keba Africa have agreed to help fix the motor bikes as soon as possible. 

Justice Aubin also said that, it has been noted that there were a lot of TB cases in the 

prayer camps and there is the need to get to them as well as traditional healers as soon 

as possible and he was glad to say that Keba Africa had indicated that it was part of 

their project this year 2014. Nana Bedum at this point asked that the case of a patient in 

Benin’s historical background be known of which it was mentioned that arrangement 

had been done to visit the house to follow up on him and screen all family members as 

well by the Keba Africa team also.  

Naan Kuntenase then asked that his problem was that most of the concerns raised was 

on money issues and is wondering how these money issues could be solved to 

encourage the CBAs especially to do the work. At this point, Anthony Kofi Yankey 

stated that previously, a lot of money was given to Organizations to work but it was 

realized that work was not being done so they reduced the organizations and the money 

as well and this entreated all involved especially CBAs to work hard with the little 

support they get from the programme to help achieve the needed results so that it can 

be used a better case in raising more funding for the project in the AOB district in future.  

As this point, Anthony Kofi Yankey (Keba Africa) presented achievements that had been 

chalked in the 2013 MOH/NTP-TB project in the AOB district. He said during the project 
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implementation period, collaboration was set up between MOH/NTP-Keba on one side 

and Keba Africa, Central regional health directorate. Asikuma-Odoben-Brakwa (AOB) 

district health directorate, AOB district assembly, District Chiefs, Our Lady of grace 

Hospital, Life Line TB laboratory, district TB/HIV focal persons and 35 Community 

Based Agents (CBAs) and other Opinion leaders within the AOB district. 

Out of these collaborations, the following results have been achieved: 

 Formed TB/HIV advocacy network with the AOB district health directorate. 

 Formed collaboration with Life line laboratory(NGO) and Our lady of grace 
hospital in the AOB district to help in new TB case detection 

 Identified, screened and selected 35 community agents from the AOB districts to 
help address gaps in TB case findings in the AOB district.(Sputum collection from 
suspected clients both old and new, data collection tools for peer education, 
TB/HIV IEC materials  and TB referral points,) 

 Selected and organized advocacy training for 35 community based agents 
(CBAs) from 12 communities in the AOB district. 

 Set up TB advocacy team in the AOB district ( Chiefs, opinion leaders, cured TB 
patients, DHMT, DCE, DDH, media, Assemblymen, TB/HIV focal persons, RDCO 
etc) 

 Identified, selected and reached 12 most at reach rural communities in the AOB 
district with information on TB/HIV prevention and effective management ( Mbra, 
Asikuma, Kuntanase, Bedum, Brakwa, Nankese, Kokoso, Benin,, Jamra, Mante, 
Fosuansa, Baako etc) 

 Identified, reached and supported some TB clients in some prayer camps in the 
AOB like : Ebenezer prayer camp – Mante, Emmanuel prayer camp – Mante, 
Effah prayer camp – Brakwa/Bondakrom. ASIKUMA-Benin prayer camp , 
Abehenase prayer camp –Bedum ODOBEN-Kuntenase prayer camp –near MTN 

tower pole, Awendadze –Odoben prayer camp, Odoben prayer camp-near 
funeral grounds. 

 Distributed 10,057 TB/HIV IEC materials during communities durbar activities 

 Formed TB advocacy network with 3,284 community members, in prayer camps, 
with chiefs, during community durbars/for a etc. 

 Organized 6 advocacy meetings with AOB-NTP officials, district assembly, 
DHMT etc. 

 CBAs held one-on-one and focused group outreach education on TB/HIV for 
5,020 community members 

 Organized 10 TB awareness drives (CCE) with involvement of chiefs, opinion 
leaders, cured TB patients, DHMT, DCE, DDH, media, Assemblymen, TB/HIV 
focal persons, DHD etc, during community durbars, at market places and town 
halls. 

 Organized 4 advocacy meetings with district health management teams, DHD, 
DCE, DHD etc in the AOB district. 

 Identified and referred all suspected TB clients in the AOB district to lifeline 
laboratory and our lady of grace hospital for testing and possible treatment 
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 Set up TB testing and treatment partnership with life line laboratory and our lady 
of grace hospital in the AOB district. 

Anthony Kofi Yankey continued that with effort of all, especially CBAs, laboratory 
technicians and nurses the following people were reached, out of which the statistics 
are: 

    REACHED WITH TB INFORMATION 

MAL
E 

3,70
0 

FEMALE 4,604 TOTAL 8,304 

                    SCREENED FOR TB 

MAL
E 

100 FEMALE 130 TOTAL 230 

    POSITIVE CASES ON TREATMENT 

MAL
E 

14 FEMALE 9 TOTAL 23 

  
He said the MOH/NTP-Keba Africa project helped the AOB TB statistics for the year 
2013 appreciate very well. Based on this he inclined all CBAs during their meeting the 
previous day that Keba Africa is using what they term as performance based payment 
method to help motivate all those who will help in achieving the needed results. He also 
told them that next week Monday 24 March is World TB day as such Keba Africa is 
declaring it as TB week to use for the AOB district as they have plans to visit some 
prayer camps and other specific target groups and peoples. 
Mrs. Cynthia Mensah (Our Lady of Lady of grace hospital) also explained that 

government allocates funds to the hospitals to be given to TB patients which it’s being 

used to buy foodstuffs for them. She explained that it is necessary for them the officials 

who go to see the TB patients to also build up their immune system so that they don’t 

get infected too. But the fund allocated is not enough for them to buy all these and take 

care of their expenses as well. She explained that the fund for TB patients treatment 

comes from Accra  to the regional health directorate, Cape Coast to the district through 

the hospitals funds for the patients, and by the time it get to the patients it will have 

depreciated. 

At this point, the Chiefs present and other advocacy members implored Keba Africa to 

help them find a permanent solution to the issue of sustainable funding for the AOB TB 

project as that could either make or break the fight of the TB-TB/HIV disease.   

Anthony Kofi Yankey at this point thanked the Chiefs and other stake holders present 

again and educated them that, Keba Africa is introducing a programme in communities 

they operate in called the community TB/TB-HIV support fund which will in turn mobilize 

funds within every community which is involved inn. He continued that, this type of 

foundation is an independent non ethical and non political and that nothing about the 

government can be linked to it except seeking technical support from the national, 
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regional or district TB health directorate. He finalized that this foundation will be owned 

by the community as chiefs and other distinguished indigenes  will be involved at all 

departments including the board where as Keba Africa will work with the technical team 

with their experience to help sustain and give the programme the needed back up plan. 

At this point the advocacy members applauded Keba Africa for such a brilliant idea and 

Nana Bedum said the chiefs will want a written report of Keba Africa’s work in the 

district together with the health reports from the district health directorate so they can 

use the information, Data and success stories to develop a memoranda for the 

formation of the foundation. 

Anthony Kofi Yankey then explained that Keba Africa will make the 2013 Annual report 

available to all involved very soon. Also they must visit various communities and task 

them especially, those whose areas have the highest prevalence rates to really get 

involved in the foundations formation as it has to be on step by step bases. Also it will 

be good if Justice Aubin is tasked to prepare the needed letters to all circles to initiate 

the process including the district assembly and schedule another stakeholders meeting 

to adopt all the protocols needed. At this point Nana Kokoso requested for the adoption 

of all recommendation which was accepted by all. 

Justice Aubin brought the programme to an end by 2:45pm assuring the chiefs and 

other advocacy members available that he will do his best to help make the foundation 

a success with all things being equal. Closing prayer was said and all advocacy 

members were served with lunch, water and transportation allowance at the end of the 

meeting. 
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TB/HIV AWARENESS DRIVE: PRAYER CAMPS VISITATIONS 28th MARCH 2014 

The team of Keba Africa and selected CBAs/Laboratory technicians visited some 

villages and selected prayer camps and churches in the AOB district from Friday 28 th to 

Sunday 30th March 2014, from 9:00am – 4:30 pm each day. The purpose was to 

distribute some IEC materials that include pamphlets on TB/HIV, posters, brochures, 

booklets and conduct focus group discussions and one-on-one education on TB and 

TB/HIV to most at risk population, vulnerable groups and children. The team also 

decided to use this opportunity to do contact tracing by visiting all identified TB clients in 

prayer camps, villages and homes while supporting them with Enablers Packages (EnP) 

to help bridge the gap of TB patient defaulter rates in the AOB district of the Central 

Region of Ghana. 

 

The implementation of the EnP programme in the AOB district is to help increase the 

rate of patient’s adherence for better medical treatment outcome and healthy eating 

habits. The EnP for all identified TB clients included, (5Kg of Rice, 1 liter of Oil, 

400Gms of Tin tomatoes 2 and 1Liter fruit juice 2) Keba Africa was not implementing 

the EnP programme as a stand-alone measure as the process is to facilitate the 

process of the Public-Private mix DOTS and the community-based DOTS. It is, 

therefore, not helpful to think in terms of a direct casual pathway between the EnP and 

better treatment outcome. Rather, the EnP will enable the health system to implement 

better TB care in general and to also implement some specific interventions, e.g. PPM-

DOTS and community-based DOTS which will help set up an advocacy group of ‘’Cured 

TB clients”  as “Treatment Supporters”. 

Finally, the team decided to provide HIV Testing and Counselling (HTC) services to all 

TB clients, partners and their family members to help strengthen TB/HIV referral 

systems in the AOB district of the central region of Ghana. 
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At Ebenezer prayer camp situated in Mante, the Keba Africa team and laboratory 

technicians(CBAs) got to the premises and were introduced by Moses Ohene Wilson a 

CBA in the community to the resident Pastor, Prophet Christian Annor Larbi (0241-

355956) after which the team leader Anthony Yankey told him about the MOH-NTP TB-

TB/HIV programme which was being implemented by Keba Africa in collaboration with 

the district heath directorate, district assembly, Our Lady of grace hospital in Assikuma, 

Life line laboratory and with support of chiefs in the AOB district to help eliminate the 

spread of TB. 

Prophet Annor Larbi said, he was highly surprised that the Keba Africa team has 

travelled this entire long journey which is also a very rough and bad road to educate 

members in the prayer camp and support identified TB clients who were on treatment or 

have completed. He continued that collaboration with health workers in matters affecting 

both our social and spiritual life is very important and that if all churches could allow the 

health workers visit churches, it will go a long way to reduce the burden on the nation. 

The pastor then introduced the team to the members of the church and explained to 

them our reason for coming to the church premises. He then handed the baton to the 

team leader, Anthony Yankey who then introduced all the other team members and 

affirmed that we were there to help them in aspects of their health. He explained Keba 

Africa an NGO is implementing communities outreach TB programme for the MOH-NTP 

in the AOB district and as a way to reach every person no matter the location, have 

decided to visit all or most prayer camps in the AOB district. 

He continued that, as part of the project, 35 CBA’s were selected and trained to help in 

the education of community members and also tasked to identify people suspected to 

be infected with TB so they can be treated and cured. He finalized by saying that the 

team was there to do group education and one-on-one education after which it will 
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counsel and collect data from all suspected clients to help support them. He also 

informed them that we would be visiting them on Sunday, and that they should inform 

their family and friends to come around and take part in the exercise and that, the whole 

exercise is absolutely free and we would support them in any which way we can if they 

had problems in the course of the exercise.  

Wahab Bawah (CBA/ Lab tech) at this point was introduced to talk about TB disease. 

He explained that TB in the Akan language meant “death cough” and was named that 

way as there was no cure as at that time to treat the disease but currently there is 

treatment free of charge and was not scary to be identified for treatment. He explained 

the modes of transmission and the symptoms of TB then informed that we would come 

for screening on Sunday by setting up a cough corner for them to come and share their 

health problems in relation to the TB disease.  

 

Abraham Oduro another CBA/ Lab tech, further showed and explained to all the church 

members with posters the symptoms into details.. He went on to explain some of the 

activities that we engage in that makes us prone to the diseases and examples of such 

activities are smoking and excessive drinking and other things that suppresses the 

human immune system making that person prone to bacteria, viruses and other 

infections. One woman asked how you could prevent yourself from getting the disease if 

someone around you has the disease. Anthony Yankey explained that our immune 

systems are all different from each other, some have weaker immune systems whiles 

others have stronger ones.  

Our eating habits too help shape our immune system, but in all we have to have good 

environmental habits and advise people who have symptoms of TB to go to the hospital, 

cover their mouth whiles coughing and never spit around as TB bacterial is can be 

spread by that lifestyle. He also explained that if anyone is identified to be a TB client, 

the person is referred for proper care  where as household members are also 
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counselled and if there is any indication of TB infection the person is also treated to stop 

the spread in that household. He pointed out that proper ventilation should also be 

ensured as poor ventilation helps increase the spread of the disease because the 

disease is air-borne.  

A man by name Egya Kojo Donkoh asked, if someone could have some symptoms 

without coughing or just cough without any other symptom, does that mean the person 

has the TB disease. Anthony Yankey explained that it is not every cough that is a sign 

of TB infection but because most coughs usually results with an infection it will be wise 

for everyone to go to an approved health facility to be diagnosed for proper treatment to 

avoid complications. Maame Yaa Beniwaa also asked if one can eat any food when 

infected with TB disease of which Abraham Oduro explained that a balanced diet is 

most important to boost our immune system to help support the TB medications kill the 

TB bacteria as that person recovers.  

Most church members who were present at this meeting were happy to be educated as 

they got to know that TB was not a spiritual disease and also that it can be cured and all 

expenses are fully paid by the government. By 12: 45pm the education at Ebenezer 

prayer camp came to an end as most prayer camp members around agreed to bring 

their family and friends to the Sunday programme as well as invite other community 

members to be present at the said TB education meeting the prayer camp church hall. 

EMMANUEL PRAYER CAMP. 

By 1:30pm, the team of Keba Africa and CBAs/laboratory technicians visited Emmanuel 

prayer camp also in Mante  in the AOB district of the Central region where they were 

met by Pastors Daniel Owusu (0546274763) the prayer camp manager and after formal 

introduction of all team members, Anthony Kofi Yankey (Team leader) then presented 

the mission of the group after which Pastor Daniel Owusu accepted that management of 

Emmanuel prayer camp really appreciate the efforts, help and education the Keba 

Africa team members had come to offer members of the prayer camp and the 

community at large.  
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The Pastor continued that the owner of the prayer camp Prophetess Maame Daa, was 

aware of the coming of the Keba Africa team members but was indisposed and 

welcomed all with open heart and arms. He continued that though it is has never 

happened that somebody had died in the prayer camp they accept the collaboration and 

will work hand in hand with the Keba Africa team both spiritually and physically by 

avoiding incidents like that to happen and referring all suspected TB infected clients and 

any other sick person to a clinic, hospital or laboratories for support and treatment as 

soon as possible.  

He expressed his gratitude to Keba Africa for bringing the MOH/NTP-TB/TB-HIV 

community education programme to Emmanuel prayer camp and the community at 

large. At this point Anthony Kofi Yankey iterated that the team will want to come back to 

the prayer camp to fortify the education on Sunday 30th April 2014 as that was the day 

for normal church service and believing that it will present opportunity for the team to 

reach a lot more people as well as invite family and friends and other community 

members to be educated and encourage and all those who are suspect to be TB 

infected will be referred to visit health facilities and recognized TB laboratories for free 

screening, treatment and support. 

As agreed by all, the next meeting for the prayer camp member’s TB education was 

scheduled for Sunday 30th March 2014 from 11:30am to 12:00pm after which Pastor 

Daniel Owusu wrapped up with a word of prayer. The team of Keba Africa then bid the 

Pastor farewell and left the Emmanuel prayer camp by 2:45pm.In order to involve 

community members on the MOH/NTP-TB/TBHIV programme in the AOB district by 

Keba Africa, the team visited the community announcement centre to arrange for an 

announcement for community members to gather at the community central meeting 

place, in front of the cocoa house on Sunday 30th April 2014 from 12:30 pm to 4:30pm 

after church service to organize a TB awareness drive by theater and participatory 

information sharing and education by communication via one –on-one and focus group 

works. 

This was to help reach a larger targeted audience as the Keba Africa team realized that 

most of the community members also attended various denominational faiths within the 

Mante village and surrounding small farming hamlets. The Keba Africa team also used 

the opportunity to arrange for canopies and plastic chairs for community members for 

the Sundays TB/TB-HIV community education programme in Mante.  

The day’s event ended by 3:30pm when the team of Keba Africa staff and 

CBAs/laboratory technicians left Mante to Asikuma to return on Sunday for the prayer 

camps and community TB/TB-HIV education programme with a lot of lessons learnt and 

new advocacy members identified at Emmanuel prayer and Ebenezer camp for better 
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collaborations on the MOH/NTP TB-TB/HIV programme in the AOB district of the central 

region. 

(MONITORING AND EVALUATION) 

CONTACT TRACING, VISITATION AND ENABLERS PACKAGE (EnP) FOR TB 

CLIENTS IN THE AOB DISTRICT. 

BACKGROUND 

The team of Keba Africa staff and selected CBAs/Laboratory technicians decided to 

embark on monitoring and evaluation, contact tracing, visitation and donation of 

enabler’s package (EnP) to all TB clients in prayer camps, villages, homes and provide 

free HIV Testing and counselling services (HTC). Also to follow up on all suspected TB 

clients who tested negative and took antibiotics from a clinician in various communities 

in the AOB district of the central region, while engaging and helping the AOB DHMTs 

and TB/HIV officials to address gaps in TB case findings and strengthen TB/HIV referral 

systems in the AOB district. 

SUMMARY 

On Friday 28th and Saturday 29th March 2014, the team of Keba Africa staff of Daniel 

Doku, Crystal Aseminu, Anthony Kofi Yankey in the company of Abraham Oduro, 

Wahab Bawah and Isaac Akyen (trained CBAs and laboratory technicians), Moses 

Ohene Wilson and Daniel Aidoo (trained CBAs) were involved in the contact tracing, 

visitations and donations of enablers packages (EnP) to all TB clients in prayer camps, 

villages and homes in the AOB district of the central region. 

The team first called on the DHD, Justice Aubin-Nyarkoh to inform him about the 

donation of the free enabler’s package (EnP) consisting of, (5kg of rice, 1litre frytol 

oil, 800gms tin tomatoes and 2litre fruit juice) to all identified TB clients who have 

either completed treatment or are still on treatment.  

In all 17 identified TB clients consisting of 11 males and 6 females were reached and 

received the enabler’s packages on the MOH-NTP Global fund TB/TBHIV programme in 

the 2 days exercise, in different communities within the AOB district of the Central 

region organized by Keba Africa. The Keba Africa team also took the opportunity to 

counsel, educate and encourage the identified TB clients and suspected TB clients who 

tested negative and took antibiotics from a clinician to adhere to all instructions given to 

them.  

Finally, the team also seized the opportunity to educate and encourage other family 

members, friends and community members around to help avoid stigmatization and 

elimination of TB/TB-HIV cases in their homes, prayer camps and community at large 
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and shared information, educational and communication (IEC) materials, pamphlets and 

posters on TB/TB-HIV to all most at risk populations. 

Below is a table indicating persons who received the enabler’s packages (EnP): Name, 

age, sex, their communities and condition of health: 

                       NAMES AGE SEX                       COMMUNITY      CONDITION 

Naomi Marfo 22 F Breman Nwomaso Good 

Efua Otiwa 16 F Aplase Kuntenase Good 

Kwabena Baidoo 34 M Breman Nwomaso Good 

Kwaku Arkon 64 M Bantama Buabenwura Kuntenase Good 

Yaw Nyarko 59 M Asaase Jamra Good 

Francis Ghartey 30 M Jamra Kasoa Good 

Kwame Fosu 39 M Jamra Abaase Good 

Isaac Atomu 16 M MDCC prayer camp Good 

Kwadwo Ackon 56 M Mpekyem farming village Good 

Mary Egyir  32 F Jamra farming village Good 

Michael Akpali 23 M Brakwa  Good 

Eunice Acquah 24 F Kwame Boadu village Kyeriaka Good 

Kwasi Tawiah 35 M Kuntenase Kwamekwa Good 

Helena Aidoo 35 F Jamra Good 

Francis Saah 43 M Nankese Odoben (Kwakom) Good 

Kwabena Nyame 38 M Jamra Good 

Adjoa Baah 75 F Kuntenase Good 

 

 

SITUATIONAL REPORT ON VISITATIONS, CONTACT TRACING AND DONATIONS OF 

ENABLERS PACKAGES (EnP) 

“Some stories from the field Friday 28th March to Sunday 30th March 2014” 

At Breman Nwomaso, (Mr.Thomas Okran 0247036930) father of Naomi Marfo a TB 

client on treatment welcomed the Keba Africa team led by Anthony Kofi Yankey who 

explained to the family, friends and some community members around the mission and 

vision of Keba Africa on the MOH/NTP community TB/TBHIV programme. 

The father then gave a brief background of his daughter’s illness and that his daughter 

was not well for sometimes and he took her to the hospital (Our lady of grace hospital in 

Asikuma) where she took a couple laboratory test and x-rays of which nothing was 

found. She was referred to come back in weeks and later in months all to no avail as 

her unknown sickness grew worst. After a couple of months Mr. Thomas Okran was 

then advised and introduced to Isaac Akyen (CBA/Lab.tech) who upon counselling 
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Naomi Marfo (TB client) requested  for sputum which he took to Life line  laboratory 

where he worked and after analyzing found out that Naomi Marfo  was infected with TB. 

Naomi Marfo then said, Issac Akyen then offered her post test counselling indicating 

she could be cured totally at no cost if only she accepted to take all her TB drugs 

offered her. Naomi continued that after   and he helped them with the drugs as well. 

Naomi took the drugs as prescribed and after two weeks of the TB medications, she 

realized changes in her condition of health and this spurred her on to a month as it 

made her eat to fill up her lost energy fast.  

 

She attested to the fact that Akyen actually helped them and feels that the MOH/NTP 

Keba Africa community TB/TBHIV education being carried out in the AOB district within 

the Central region has saved her life and urged the Keba Africa team to continue with 

the TB education and sensitization to reach more people as she believes that just like a 

case, there could be a lot of TB infected people within their community as per the 

education, the TB bacteria can be acquired by an infected person, talking, singing 

laughing, coughing etc. 

At this point the family graciously approached the Keba Africa team and offered them 

their thanks giving offering and prayed the good Lord to continue to sustain the 

organization and their good works. Anthony Yankey then encouraged the immediate 

family members close to Noami to get counselled and tested aswell and that all who 

tested negative could be referred to a clinician for antibiotic support and those who 

tested positive to be given treatment as soon as possible to help avoid the spread of the 

TB bacteria.  

He finalized by further advising Naomi to continue taking her drugs until she finishes the 

treatment and declared totally cured. The Keba Africa team then invited the family to 

their car where Naomi was given her free enablers package of (5kg of rice, 1litre frytol 

oil, 800gms tin tomatoes and 2litre fruit juice).Naomi and her family present were 

overjoyed as she busted into laughter and smiles while her father Mr. Thomas Okran 
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thanked the Keba Africa team and offered prayers to the good Lord to replenish and 

give us travelling mercies on the MOH/NTP community TB/TBHIV programme. 

 

A visit to the house of Kwabena Baidoo a TB client on treatment in (Breman Nwomaso) 

was met by her sister Portia Sackey (0548429228) and after formal introduction and 

mission, the TB client Kwabena Baidoo was called to the meeting. Portia explained that 

after a long while of Bights sickness of coughing and periodic vomiting of blood, 

visitations to several hospitals nothing was found. The family got worried as his 

sickness could not be diagnosed and was also losing weight rapidly. Portia continued 

that after sometime, someone talked to them about the CBAs community education 

programme which had informed most community members about the signs and 

symptoms of TB disease as such the family should contact one of the CBAs in the 

community by name Isaac Akyen to see if he could be treated.  

After consulting Isaac Akyen (CBA and Lab. Technician) sputum was collected and TB 

test was done on Kwabena Baidoo which confirmed he had TB. Treatment was started 

and after a couple of months he gained his energy back and for that the family is forever 

indebted to the MOH/NTP community TB programme especially Isaac Akyen for helping 

Kwabena Baidoo. At this point, the Keba Africa team encouraged the TB client to 

continue taking his drugs even though he was looking healthy until he is fully recovered, 

confirmed and declared totally cured. Also the Keba Africa team assured their support 

and offered Kwabena Baidoo his free enablers package consisting of (5kg of rice, 

1litre frytol oil, 800gms tin tomatoes and 2litre fruit juice). 

Portia Sackey sister of Kwabena Baidoo was shocked with the support and shouted “Oh 

my God!!!! While his brother the TB client was beaming with smiles and bouncing all 

over the place. She commended the Keba Africa team for the good work done as his 

brother was totally taken care off medically without paying for the cost and on top being 

offered the free enablers package. She concluded with a prayer for the Keba Africa 
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team and bid us farewell and Gods unstoppable blessings as the team continued with 

its visitations. 

  

 

A visit to the house of Kwabena Badu a TB client (0545367308) explained that he had 

been ill for a while and visitation to the hospital and being offered some medications did 

not change his condition of health. After sometime, a friend introduced him to Isaac 

Akyen when he gave a community talk on TB at the Christ apostolic church near 

Breman Nwomaso. On meeting Isaac, Kwabena explained how he had been feeling 

and the things he had gone through to cure his unknown disease all to no avail.  

After pre-test counselling offered by Isaac Akyen his sputum was collected for testing 

after which he was confirmed to be infected with the TB bacteria. Isaac Akyen also 

offered him free medications and after 2 weeks to one month, he noticed tremendous 

changes in his condition of health and this promised himself to continue the TB 

medications until he is declared totally cured. Anthony Kofi Yankey and the Keba Africa 

team with the CBAs and Lab. Technicians congratulated him on his success sorry and 

encouraged him also to help in the fight against the TB disease. He was also offered a 

free enablers package consisting of (5kg of rice, 1litre frytol oil, 800gms tin 

tomatoes and 2litre fruit juice) after which the Keba Africa team departed to other 

communities. 

In Kuntenase, the Keba Africa team and CBAs/Lab. Technicians met with Mr Kweku 

Arko and his family who was already on TB treatment and was receiving his constant 

supply of free TB medications from the CBAs Isaac Akyen and Wahab Bawah his 

treatment supporters, and upon seeing the presence of the team was overjoyed and 

appreciative for the support he had been receiving both in kind and in cash during his 

ailment period. After exchange of missions, he confirmed he was very well and could 

now visit his farms aswell but also responded that his medication was going to run out 

the next day.  
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The Keba Africa immediately called other medical support members who responded 

swiftly by delivering a month’s TB medication supply via a motor bike. The Keba Africa 

team after sharing of other success stories of other TB clients and encouraging him to 

continue with his treatment until he is declared totally cured, the team offered him his 

supply of enablers package of (5kg of rice, 1litre frytol oil, 800gms tin tomatoes and 

2litre fruit juice) and continued with the contact tracing and visitation of other identified 

TB clients in other communities.    

 

The Keba Africa teams arrival at Aplase in Kuntenase was to see Efua Otiwa a TB client 

who was on medication and recovering very well. Exchange of mission revealed that 

Efua Otiwa had lost her mother because they did not notice early the TB bacteria in her 

system and this the team and other family members around had to console her so much 

to stop crying. Conversation with her showed that she was doing well as close family 

members around confirmed supporting her in taking her medication constantly until now 

and was ready to be confirmed totally cured. Her care takers madam Philomena Badu 

and her uncle Mr. John Danful were then encouraged to help her go to school as soon 

as possible so she can be socially stable and accepted. 

The team then after further post counselling and distribution of other IEC materials on 

TB/TBHIV, gave her the enabler’s package consisting of (5kg of rice, 1litre frytol oil, 

800gms tin tomatoes and 2litre fruit juice) to help in her upkeep and encouragement 

to live a healthy life. Efua together with her immediate family members around thanked 

the team very much after which the Keba Africa team departed to visit other identified 

TB clients. 

In Kuntenase again, Adwao Baah was the next person to be visited to evaluate her 

condition of health as well as to encourage her to live a healthy life. After exchanging 

greetings and missions she said “I have been taking my drugs and am almost done with 

the treatment by Gods grace”.  Isaac Akyen her treatment supporter then explained that 

it was true by her records and soon will undergo another test to confirm her totally cured 

of the TB disease. 
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She then explained that “I was infected with TB whiles taking care of my sick daughter 

in Accra who was infected with TB but did not know of it”. Months after I returned to the 

village I also became sick and have been going to hospital not knowing I was infected 

with TB until the Chief invited community members to the durbar grounds where we 

were educated, counselled and tested to confirm I was infected with the TB bacteria.   

She continued that she was happy that the CBAs also visited her regularly to check on  

her condition of health and also to give her free medication that has helped her recover 

fully to be able to commit to her commercial activities. At this point the team members 

congratulated her for being committed to the treatment regime and offered her some 

more counselling and free enablers package of (5kg of rice, 1litre frytol oil, 800gms 

tin tomatoes and 2litre fruit juice) after which she invited more of her immediate 

family members and neighbors to come and help her show gratitude to the Keba Africa 

team members on what have been done for her on the MOH-NTP community TB 

programme. 

The Keba Africa team then bid them all farewell and continued with the visitations, 

contact tracing and donations of enabler’s packages to all identified TB clients In the 

AOB district of the Central region. Paying a courtesy call by visiting the palace of the 

chief of Kuntenase Nana odum, a strong TB advocacy member (0244923295) to 

confirm the presence of the team in his community and also to show solidarity Of the 

MOH-NTP free enablers package being offered to all identified TB clients who are on 

treatment or have finished treatment. 

The team also explained to the Nana Odum that, it was also using the time to do 

monitoring and evaluation and contact tracing while offering counselling services to 

immediate family members of all TB clients who tested negative and took antibiotics 

from a clinician. 

 In all, the Keba Africa MOH/NTP community visitations, contact tracing and donations 

of free enabler’s packages to all identified TB clients was very successful and a lot of 

new lessons learnt as the day’s event ended by 4:30pm. 

CONTACT TRACING, VISITATION AND ENABLERS PACKAGES (EnP) 

CONTINUED.  

The team of Keba Africa and selected CBAs/laboratory technician visited the Jesus 

Prayer camp near Bedum where they were welcomed by the head Prophetess Mary 

Fosu also known as Aunty Awo (0545454180). Upon arrival and introduction by all 

present the Keba Africa team leader Anthony Kofi Yankey introduced to Prophetess 

Aunty Awo the MOH/NTP community TB/TBHIV project being implemented in the AOB 

district of the central region. Also she was introduced to the involvement of most if not 
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all the prayer camps in the fight and elimination of all TB/TBHIV cases in the AOB 

district, the central region and possibly Ghana at large. 

 

Prophetess Awo expressed her sentimental view that though she had never had an 

incidence of anyone dyeing of TB infection in her prayer camp, she is more than grateful 

to be part of the MOH/NTP community and prayer camps TB-TB/HIV education and 

testing to help address gaps in TB case findings and strengthening TB/HIV referral 

system in the AOB district. She assured the Keba Africa team that they are always 

welcome to her prayer camp anytime any day as members staying at the Jesus prayer 

camp worship every day. 

After setting up this great partnership both parties bid each other good bye with the 

Keba Africa team offering prophetess a box of pens after which offered some prayers to 

the team thanking the good Lord for the meeting and new relationship and invoking the 

travelling mercies, protection and his favor for the success of the MOH-NTP community 

programme.   

The team of Keba Africa staff and selected CBAs and lab.techs, continued with the 

visitation, contact tracing and donation of enablers packages to all the other identified  

TB clients on treatment as well as monitoring and evaluation and follow ups on all 

suspected TB clients who tested negative and took antibiotics from a clinician. 

The team visited some villages in and near Jamra where they met Yaw Nyarko, Francis 

Ghartey,  Kwame Fosu,and his immediate family member’s aswell as Kwabena 

Nyamekye and Isaac Atomu who were all counselled and encouraged to continue with 

their TB treatment. The team also gave them all, free enablers packages consisting of 

(5kg of rice, 1litre frytol oil, 800gms tin tomatoes and 2litre fruit juice) before 

departing to other communities. 
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After visiting and donating the free enabler’s packages to most of the identified TB 

clients, the team then travelled through some bad roads about 45 minutes drive and 20 

minutes walk to Mpekyem a farming village out of town to see Kwadwo Ackon a TB 

client who had moved his family to that farming village because he had finished 

treatment and was now able to work on his farms with his family. The team after formal 

discussions counselled him and other village members around who had gathered under 

his hut to listen to the mission of the Keba Africa team. 

In the presence of his wife Ekua Atime, his nephew and other village personell the Keba 

Africa team presented the free enablers package of (5kg of rice, 1litre frytol oil, 

800gms tin tomatoes and 2litre fruit juice) to Kwadwo Ackon, encouraged and 

congratulated him for taking good care of himself.  

 

Kwadwo Ackon and his family thanked the team and happily said “God richly bless you”. 

His wife said we had done more than enough for their family and will forever be 

indebted to the MOH-NTP, Keba Africa and all involved in the free TB treatment of her 
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husband and the donation aswell. The Keba Africa team then bid them farewell and 

departed from Mpekyem farming village by 5:20pm. 

In all, the MOH/NTP-Keba Africa community contact tracing, prayer camps visitation 

and donation of free enabler’s packages (EnP) to all identified TB clients in the AOB 

district was very successful with a lot of lessons learnt and new contacts made. 

 

PRAYER CAMPS, CHURCHES, VILLAGES, ONE-ON-ONE AND SMALL GROUP 

DISCUSSIONS ON 30TH APRIL 2014 

As part of the NTP-MOH Global Fund project on TB/TB-HIV education program in 

communities, the team of Keba Africa travelled to Amanor-Mante a village in the AOB 

district of the central region where prayer camps like, Ebenezer prayer camp and 

Emmanuel prayer camp were situated. The team also used the opportunity to visit the 

local school where there was the church of Pentecost and Apostolic church were also 

using some of the classrooms as a worship center. 

 

Within the Amanor-Mante village, the Keba Africa team also mounted some canopies 

and chairs and used the local announcement center for education on the durbar 

grounds in front of the Cocoa shed, to conduct one –on-One TB/TB-HIV education and 

small group discussions. 

On Arrival at the Amanor-Mante village, the team first visited all the contacts made i.e 

leaders or representatives of the prayer camps (Emmanuel and Ebenezer prayer 

camps), Apostolic and Church of Christ and Amanor- Mante community elders to 

announce their presence and present the programme line up and visitations schedules 

since the day was a Sunday and very busy for all church goers and community 

members. 
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After all said and done, the Keba Africa team first visited the Apostolic church and 

Church of Christ since they were both in the local school premises. At the Apostolic 

church Amanor-Mante branch, they were met by Elder Timothy Alberthy (0547-570325), 

Michael Coffie, (0245-424588), E.K Dadzie (0242-425302), Samuel Addo (0242-

4245302) Elizabeth Sam (0249-961273) and Elder Daniel Sackey (0542-927612). While 

at the Church of Christ the team met, Pastor Eric Brobbey (050-2924592), Hayford .A. 

Larbi (0273-436390), Kwame Fosu (0246-046772), Kofi Kumi (0243-767523), Kofi 

Mante (0246843838), Joyce Asabea (0246-843838) and madam Joyce Acheampong.  

 

After listening to the mission of the Keba Africa team, we were given audience to 

educate the church members present. The team leader, Anthony Kofi Yankey gave a 

brief introduction about the NTP/MOH TB/TB-HIV programme being implemented in the 

AOB district since the year 2013 were a lot of successes had been made including, 

selection of 35 local persons (Male/female) from different communities who received 

training on the harmful effects of TB on people, their families, the community the country 

and the world at large. He also talked about the free treatment, visitation and enablers 

packages (EnP) given to all identified clients who adhere to treatment regimens. 

He concluded with the collaboration set up between the AOB health directorate, district 

Assembly, Our Lady of Grace hospital and the Lifeline laboratory to help in the 

collection and screening of all suspected sputums collected from clients, and introduced 

the lab technicians Abraham Oduro, Isaac Akyen and Wahab Bawah to also educate 

the congregation further. The congregation were also allowed some time to ask 

question to be addressed by the team after which they were offered some IEC 

materials, posters, brochures, booklets and encouraged them to invite other family and 

community members to the community durbar grounds for more education, counselling,  

one-on-one and small group discussions at the durbar grounds.  
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The Apostolic and Church of Christ branch in Amanor-Mante TB programme was a 

success and ended by 12:00pm with new advocacy group members identified and 

made while more lessons were learnt. 

 

By 12:20pm, the team of Keba Africa and lab. Technicians arrived at the durbar grounds 

in Amanor-Mante Cocoa shed area. Some community members after hearing of the 

programme were seated and waiting for the arrival of team members and upon arrival, 

the NTP/MOH-TB/TBHIV programme started with a short prayer before team members 

split up in small groups to make the education more effective and entertaining. In fact, 

the participatory nature of all community members at the durbar grounds allowed a lot of 

question to be asked and answered. 

Other team members were deplored to the Ebenezer prayer camp and Emmanuel 

prayer camp at the same time so as to reach other small villages and most of the 

indigenes of Amanor-Mante village in the AOB district of the Central region. Community 

members and most people met at the prayer camps were given TB posters, brochures, 

booklets and other IEC materials to help in the eradication of TB infection in the AOB 

district. Also, the team did an exhibition of TB poster branding in the community to show 

the type of commitment needed from all involved. 
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CONCLUSION 

The NTP/MOH Keba Africa TB programme for prayer camps, churches and villages 

durbar using one-on-one and small group discussions on 30th April 2014 from ended 

successfully by 5:30 pm in Amanor-Mante community with a lot of lessons learnt and 

good results achieved. In all, 1861 people were reached with information on TB/TBHIV, 

consisting of male 898 and female 963. In the Male age group, the over 50 year’s group 

were the highest (207) beneficiaries while between 45-49 years group was the lowest 

(70). It was in the same age group for the female section, highest 241 people and 

lowest 87people in both 15-19 years and over 50 years.. 

In the suspects section, a total of 374 people were recorded with male 185 and female 

189. The highest suspect for the male group was 60 people over 50 years and 5 people 

between 20-24 years. The Female section recorded 46 people over 50 years and 7 

people in the 15-19 years age group. 

In the positive section, 7 people were recorded with 6 in the male section and 1 in the 

female section. The highest group was 15-19 for 3 people in the male section and 1 

person in the age bracket of 15-19 years as well. 

In all, the 7 identified positive TB clients have been referred into care  and are being 

monitored by the trained laboratory technicians/CBAs in the AOB district of the central 

region 

Below is the table of results achieved so far in the first quarter of the year 2014; 

NTP-MOH/ KEBA AFRICA GLOBAL FUND PROJECT  IN THE AOB 

DISTRICT (FIRST QUARTER -2014) 

 

AGE 15-19 20-24 25-29 30-34 35-39 40-44 45-49 50+ TOTAL 

MALE 133 91 100 95 93 109 70 207 898 

FEMALE 87 94 129 93 117 115 87 241 963 

TOTAL 220 185 229 188 210 224 157 448 1861 

SUSPECTS MALE 16 5 20 14 25 17 28 60 185 

SUSPECTS FEMALE 7 14 26 20 35 19 22 46 189 
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TOTAL 23 19 46 34 60 36 50 106 374 

POSITVE MALE 3 0 2 0 0 0 1 0 6 

POSITIVE FEMALE 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 

TOTAL 4 0 2 0 0 0 1 0 7 
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